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ABSTRACT: Using computer vision library OpenCV, a

method of automatic recognition high points of scraped

workpiece surface is presented. The image is dealt with

by background subtraction, Median filtering, morphological

processing, image negates, contour finding and drawing

contours. In order to accurately and efficiently recognize

the high-point contours and mark its center positions,

mathematical morphology and specific processing

function were used.
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I.4.8 [Scene Analysis]:Object recognition; I.4.7 Feature

Measurement G.1.2 [Approximation]: Approximation of

surfaces and contours

General Terms: Image processing, Contour analysis
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1. Introduction

In traditional scraping processing, features of the high

points are recognized by human eye and measured by

very simple tools after the operation, such as position,

contour, density distribution and so on. It needs the workers

to be highly skilled and the results could be influenced by

many human factors. Furthermore, workers repeat the

detection process every time after scraping. The process

is cumbersome and labor intensive, thus severely restricts

the quality and efficiency of scraping, and limits its

application and promotion [1]. Therefore, research on

automatic quality inspection of scraped surface is an

important way to improve the quality and efficiency of the

scraping.

There are several researches have been done on high points

recognition methods of the scraped surface. Yoshimi and

Hirotaka have developed a CCD image system which

identifies high points to scrape by applying thin coats of

marking compounds to specimen surface [2], [3]. Wen

Yuh Jywe et al. proposed a non-contact laser-based

measurement system for evaluation of the scraping

workpiece quality, which use the laser beam to scan the

surface in order to measure the depth of the scraping

spots. Then the 2 1/2D and 3D data of the scraping

workpiece is obtained [4], [5].

The works above obtain the message of high points by

direct analysis of the scraped workpiece surface. It is

difficult in features extraction and there are many

interference factors in the methods. In order to get

accurate, clear high points characteristic features, the

present study proposes a high points recognition method

of scraped surface based on background subtraction. With

C++ programming language and computer vision library

OpenCV, software was developed. High points are

recognized and marked after a series of image processing.

The experiments show that the method has well high points

recognition ability wit high efficiency and good stability.

2. Image acquisition

Experimental workpiece material is cast iron whose

surface has already been scrapped. Engineer’s blue is
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prepared by mixing Prussian blue with a non-drying oily

material [6]. Firstly, the workpiece surface is cleaned,

and an image is taken by a CCD camera, shows as Figure

1. Secondly, the colored oil is brushed onto a standard

ruler surface evenly, and the workpiece is then rubbed

against the ruler. The transfer (by contact) of the pigment

indicates the position of high points on the workpiece.

Then Figure 2 is shot by the same CCD video camera in

the same position, light and other photography conditions.

Figure 1. Workpiece surface before rubbing

Figure 2. Workpiece surface after rubbing

3. Digital image processing

The flowchart of image processing for obtaining the high

points information is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, Figure 1

and Figure 2 are grayed. Secondly, target image is

obtained by the background subtraction method

(subtracting Figure 1 from Figure 2). Thirdly, remove most

of impulse noises in the target image using a median

filter algorithm. It minimizes the effect on the result of

subsequent processing and improves inspection quality.

To further eliminate noise and smooth the boundary lines

of contours, morphological operation is often helpful.

Fourthly, negative image obtained using the negative

transformation, and contours in the image are drawn.

Finally, recognize and mark the high-point center

positions.

3.1 Graying and Background subtraction

 In image processing, the first step is to convert a color

image into a gray image which can significantly reduce

the image data, simplify the follow-up processing and

greatly improve processing speed. And the gray image

can preserve information about the workpiece surface

before and after rubbing well.

Background subtraction is commonly used in the motion

detection. It can detect special area and segments from

the difference between the current image and the

background image [7]. It is generally able to provide the

most complete feature data, especially if the camera is

fixed and the objects of a scene remain static. Therefore,

it is particularly suitable for scraping quality inspection

what this paper mentioned.

The image before rubbing and the image after rubbing are

denoted by h(x, y) and f (x, y) respectively. The difference

g(x, y) is obtained by computing the difference between

all pairs of corresponding pixels from f and h, as Equation

(1).

Figure 3. Flowchart of image processing

Reading image before rubbing Reading image after rubbing

Graying Graying

Background Substraction

Median filtering

Morphological processing

Image negation

Contours finding and drawing

Getting information of Workpiece surface

through morphological processing and

processing function

g(x, y) = f (x, y) − h(x, y)

binary target image R(x, y) obtained by background

subtraction, expressed as Equation (2).

(1)

R(x, y) = (2)
⎧

⎩
⎨

0 | g(x, y) | < T

0 | g(x, y) | ≥ T

Where T is a specified threshold.

The graying of Figure 1 and Figure 2 and the subsequent

background subtraction process are shown in Figure 4.

3.2 Median filtering

Observe image (e) in Figure 4 carefully, there are many

noises in the image and the noise probability density

function (PDF) accords with PDF of impulse noise

described in Equation (3).

P(z) = (3)
⎧

⎩
⎨

p
a

z = a

p
b

z = b

0 otherwise

Neither p
a 

nor p
b 

is zero, noise values appear as black

(pepper) or white (salt) points in the target image, just as

salt and pepper granules randomly distribute over the

image.

Median filter is nonlinear spatial filter. For certain types of

random noise, median filter provides excellent noise-

reduction capabilities [8]. It is particularly effective in the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(a) & (b) — Workpiece surface before and after rubbing

(c) & (d) — Grayed image of (a) and (b)

(e) — Binary target image by background subtraction

Figure 4. Graying and background subtraction

f (x, y) = median{ g(s, t) , (s, t) ∈ s
xy

} (4)

Where g (s, t) is the target image, and f (x, y) is the image

of median filtering.

The result image after median filtering is illustrated in

Figure 5.

Figure 5. Image of median filtering

3.3 Morphological filtering

When working with grayscale image of complex surface

contours, however, several of the more useful operations

can be handled by morphological processing. Two

Figure 6. Image of morphological filtering and

drawing contours

It is noted that the colored oil paste may cover a portion

of the surrounding area of each high-point contour and

connect the vicinal contours. This yields excessively large

contact areas [11]. According to production experience,

the high-point contours in the contact areas should be

recognized and marked respectively. For example, Figure

7(a) and (b) both have one colored region, (a) is determined

to be the presence of one high-point regions, but (b) should

be determined to be the presence of two high-point regions.

In Figure 7, the black line is the contour of colored regions

and the dark dots denote the central point of high points.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Two typical high-point areas

presence of impulse noise because of its appearance as

white and black dots superimposed on an image.

In the realization process, a 3 × 3 neighborhood of a point

g
p
 is considered. The neighbor point values s

xy
={g

1
,
 
g

2
,...,

g
9
}

 
are sorted and the median value g

i
 is determined. Then,

g
i
 is assigned to the point g

p
. After every point in the

image being processed as above, the noise-removal

processing for the whole image has been accomplished.

The output of 2D mid-value filtering can be computed using

the expression as Equation (4).

important morphological operations are given: opening and

closing, they can form a morphological filter [9], [10]. In

the case, morphological processing is simply the closing

of Figure 5, followed by an opening of the result. The aim

of these two operations is to remove noises and to reduce

the distortion as possible.

3.4 High points recognizing and marking

The contours which cvFindContours () function in OpenCV

found are two types, exterior “contours” and “holes”, and

exterior boundaries of the white regions are exterior

“contours” and exterior boundaries of the black regions

are “holes”. If image negatives method isn’t used, the

result of contour finding is wrong. So image negatives

operation is carried out before contour finding and drawing.

There are some black discontinuous regions within

contours and strong noise points in exterior domain after

image negatives operation. So an area threshold is given

to fill the noise regions during contour finding and drawing.

The processed output image is shown in Figure 6.

^

^

Mathematical morphology is a non-linear image processing

and analysis theory. It can handle gray image and binary

image [12]. And it is especially suitable for image shape

analysis. This paper uses opening to break narrow

isthmuses, so that the high points can be recognized

and marked automatically. Figure 8 shows a cross shaped

structuring element of 3 × 3 size pixels (the dark

pentagram denotes the origin of the element).

High points recognition and mark algorithm based on

mathematical morphology.
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Figure 8. Cross shaped structuring element

(1) Perform one or two morphological opening operations

on the image to break narrow isthmuses.

(2) Judge whether the contour is close to shapes defined

by processing functions. The shapes are the minimal

rectangle that will bound your contour and the ellipse that

is the best approximation to the contour.

(3) If the area of a contour reaches the defined threshold

value of the minimal rectangle that will bound your contour

and it reaches the defined threshold value of the ellipse

that is the best approximation to the contour, mark the

contour and remove it from the contours sequence. If no

contour reaches the defined threshold value, you need to

perform steps 2 and do nothing else.

(4) Performs morphological opening operations on the

image again. The number of iterations will be added one

at the time when the cvMorphologyEX() function is called.

(5) Repeat steps 2 and 4 until the processing for all

contours is complete.

The result of the processing is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. High points recognition and marking based on

mathematical morphology

4. Conclusions

Aiming at the necessity to develop the technology of auto-

scraping, this paper proposes a high points recognition

algorithm. The algorithm mainly uses background

subtraction and morphological opening to recognize and

mark the high points of the scraped surface. The result

shows that the proposed method is reasonable, reliable,

and has a high practicability. However, there are still some

details need to be further optimized and improved in the

algorithm.

The wide application of auto-scraping system to

engineering practice will greatly improve manufacturing

precision and production. High point auto-recognition

technology of scraped surface is one of the key problems

of auto-scraping research, and is a very important research

direction.
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